
Meridian 12/15/20 Parent Feedback Meeting 

BREAKOUT ROOM #1 (Taghrid Zeto [Arabic/Chaldean Translator], Luna Salim, Maysaa Toshee, 
Dalal Eshaq, Faten Hamou, Enas Yelda, Wareena Khazmi, Ivene Azbou, Ezdehar Yako) 

What’s working? 
 

Another parent said coming to school is so much 
better, but they still feel unsafe. This family was 
affected with the virus but she said I don't have a 
better option for my kids. I need them to be at 
school. 

What’s not working? 
 

Learning online is so stressful for both students and 
parents. After sitting in zoom for 5 to 6 hours, the 
parents feel it's too much to have homework that 
requires more sitting in front of the screen for 
another hour and a half. 
 
Another parent was concerned about coming to 
school, she said that she trusts us to keep her child 
safe but she doesn't trust other families because 
they become sick and still send their kids to school.  

What should we try to 
improve? 

Another parent was thinking to choose hybrid for 
her child, but she thinks the parents don’t have 
enough information about safety and strategies on 
how to handle the situations. 
 
She also suggested to have a special zoom meeting 
with parents explaining all the things we do for 
safety of the children, so they can be comfortable if 
they decide to bring their kids to school in person. 
 



A parent also suggested that the teacher can take 15 
minutes a day showing students videos on how to 
keep themselves safe for example:( wearing mask 
always, wash their hands frequently for 20 seconds, 
keeping 6 feet apart from others.....etc) 

What should we stop 
doing? 

Homework for distance learning students 

 
BREAKOUT ROOM #2 (Carol Zuber, Misty Gilliland, Stibaly Johnson [Spanish translator], Reyna 
Gambino, Angel Arista Balmes [aunt], Anastacio Ruiz, Michelle Sanchez Santos) 

What’s working? 
 

Distance learning going well considering situation. 
Appreciates support from teacher with tips to help 
parents support student learning. (Gambino) 
 
Distance learning going well. Child working harder, 
progressing better than in person. Not as distracted. 
Son is thriving in DL. (Arista Balmes) 
 
She is practicing her reading, speaking, and writing. 
She can ask her teacher when she needs it. She is 
social, so hybrid is best for her.  (Sanchez Santos) 
 
Shout outs to teachers for support for parents and 
kids.  

What’s not working? 
 

DL is long learning process. Student not getting 







 
Hybrid - having materials online and in class. 
 
Good communication. 

What’s not working? 
 

Know the expectations a few days before so you 
can prepare for the day. 
 
No email regarding the schedule. 


